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Welcome,
Our second Hack the Patriarchy event of 2022 continued the
conversation about the patriarchy, its impact on us in the performing
arts and what we do about it!
In case you haven't joined any of our sessions so far, Hack the Patriarchy
is a series of events that aim to create more meaningful conversations
around gender inequality in Scottish theatre. This zine brings you up to
date with where the previous HTP events have brought the conversation
so you can jump in at any point.
The sessions are designed to share experiences, discuss potential action
and understand the collective power of those seeking to create change
by using popular education and Theatre of the Oppressed techniques to
galvanise Open Space style discussions.
Julia Taudevin and the Hack the Patriarchy Team
Stellar Quines

htp 5 - open space
28 June 2022
Online (Zoom)

CONVERSATION STARTERS FOR
THIS SESSION:
Are we safe yet? All of us?
If the industry has changed post covid, has it changed
for the better?
How do we shift from awareness building to actioning
change? What kind of change might that be or look
like?
If there is a new voice emerging, whose is it and how
do we turn up the volume?

WHAT FOLK TALKED
ABOUT...

What structural changes do we need in the
arts - and how do we achieve these
(within current capitalist/patriarchal
limitations)?
We need structural change so that women don't have to do the
work
Trust audience's desire to see more diverse content - not
assuming what audiences want to see
There is fear tying into conservative values - do we pander to the
most powerful audience member?
Who are we not hearing from?
Creative Scotland - who are the decision makers?
Can we change Creative Scotland or do we need an entirely new
funding institution?
How is funding allocated? What criteria are they marking
against?
Venues say: we cannot risk upsetting our audiences
Geographical diversity in Scotland - how do we push beyond
that?
Better gender balance in creative arts than media, but very poor
gender imbalance in CS with many white men in decision
making roles
Working at a grassroots stage - young people in education

Power - venues/organisations are seen to be doing work,
commissioning writers but not involving audiences. Peril of
staying in constant development and voices not being
heard
The space of risk - what does it take to make a risk? Who is
being asked to take that risk? How does that work in
contingent funding? Who is being asked to self
fund/freelance?
Is the industry dying and falling apart really what we need?
Sustainability and legacy - do we cause more harm starting
something and not following through in grassroots work?
Cancel culture and role of village square booing - how much
of an impact does that have?

Resource distribution: while we are all
still reliant on those with most resource,
how do we prevent the patriarchy from
prevailing?
It feels different in different rooms - sometimes you're the most
precarious and hard to manoeuvre from that position to fight the
patriarchy
How are resources distributed in the first place? If I have money
for three days work what shall we do - three full days or six half
days?
Rehearsals days are patriarchal in structure - why doe sit need to
be this way?
Theatre can be utopic - 'Herland' by Charlotte Perkins Gilbert. 3
men are in search of a country where only women live and
reproduce themselves. People have been thinking about utopia
for a long time, it would be good to try more things out
In interviews, ask difficult questions like 'can you speak about the
power structures in your rehearsal room?' or 'what is your gender
pay gap?' - communicating what I value and sharing in that in an
interview space
Wages for housework campaign - what is our equivalent
campaign? How do we re-imagine emotional labour as a more
attractive concept - people understand capital but not other
kinds of labour

Stepping out of the gender issue, we have internalised the
patriarchy - it's difficult to bring awareness to yourself when
systems are being enacted on you
The basis of patriarchy is about resource and power being
passed down - less about gender and more about people who
embody and preserve this
Resource - what are we exploited for? Time/capacity for empathy
(emotion resource gets used a lot - women get handed the
emotional labour) - how do I in a bottom up way ask people not
to use my resource all the time?
Guilt around resource and asking for more - but we need to ask
more! We need more of a pressure, to be more forceful. Individual
action that can build - what small actions can I take that can
build? Small steps create hope and contribute to a drive
Establishment of another system that doesn't concern itself with
social capital and create fun, beautiful work - how do we work
within our own resources so that the other way becomes
obsolete? We appreciate this is floral, privileged and not practical
or a framework but nice to think about
Resource - who has the most? How do we use the resource we
have to flip it back - what do we have to do on an individual level?
Is it enough to challenge those with the most?
Challenging expectation of 'hard work' - this doesn't mean long
work. Why do we have to tick these boxes off for funding? Why
have we normalised this for ourselves?
Slowing down of time helps you realise when the harm is
happening - easier to see it if you are in less intense scenarios
(i.e. half day work days, not intense long day patterns)
We are doing chewed up and spat out projects that we are forced
to make

What is the system of accountability - how do we create proper
change? Restorative justice - abolitionist systems? If we just
expect harm, is this now part of the harm being done?
So much labour in calling it out - accountability culture is a
process - it's an acknowledgement of what's happening and a
learning - it's not simply just calling it out.
Resource = value. What and who gets valued the most?
Narrative is driven by the people who go after funding also then
evaluating themselves - who is writing this narrative? What
mechanisms can we put in place to stop the 'positive spin' being
generated by one voice?
Long weeks - Saturday working is an act of violence. Who does
this serve? It serves 'productivity' - churning out theatre in short
windows. It doesn't serve a lot of people.
It is hard when no-one is listening - or those who are listening are
actually the ones who are affected the most.
The challenge of that real 'holding' of power - it's when
organisations or people really don't see that they are behaving in
this way - how do we get them to see this, and then what
happens next?
Lobbying Creative Scotland so that a manager doesn't write the
evaluation - so that the evaluation is written by a variety of
people - project minus harm done equals evaluation is a better
metric.
Who gets to curate the next season of authentic leaders? What
does an authentic leader look like? It's not open - people are in
positions to curate leadership
Evaluation - who is being asked? Measures are really shitty - how
do we make a bullshit button so anyone in a project can call it in?

POST-COVID SAFETY
Has the industry changed at all around safety post-covid?
Something as big as the Fringe still feels really threatening (if you
choose to not see shows)
Should all shows offer a socially distanced performance?
Voices that will come through will be, more than ever, incredibly
privileged.
Digital theatre allowed global viewing of theatre material but
touring in person has suffered financially.
How can we challenge this system if we can't make work?
More expensive venues may have better safety resources smaller companies and artists are risking themselves and their
audiences more
How do we make this a fairer system? Where artists who are
disabled or chronically ill, for example, can still participate without
feeling like their safety concerns are at the mercy of large
venues?
Attendance at the Fringe as audience members hasn't really
been discussed by the Fringe, no robust contingencies in place to
put people at ease
Who should be paying for safety equipment? Things like air
conditioning or ventilation, for example. Should this be Fringe
Society? Creative Scotland?

round up
How do we get people to unite?
Development peril! Women's voices never getting heard
RECULTURING!
HARD when words and action don't match.
Is there a parallel conversation happening with men?
How are other countries and industries dealing with all of
this?
Equal Media & Culture Centre for Scotland is creating visuals
to find a linear way through the mess!
After the calling out, what happens next? Ends up in a binary.
What are our other forms of holding to account?
COVID safety! There is a lot that needs to change and it feels
down to us to lead that. COVID pushed back a lot on the
improvements that we needed to make.
In other countries there are repercussions if companies don't
meet targets. Awards? External pressure? Sanctions?
Framing: how do we approach patriarchy as a system of
behaviours rather than a gender thing?

NEXT HACK THE PATRIARCHY...
htp 6
12 July, 12-2pm at The Scottish
Storytelling Centre, Edinburgh
WHAT TO EXPECT:
We will meet at the Scottish Storytelling Centre in Edinburgh to
continue. Julia will update us on the discussion so far and give a run
down of what to expect over the time we are together.
There will be scribes who will collect notes from different
conversations that may happen in the space.
Then we will come back together for a full group debrief and check
in before we the end of the session.

BUT WHAT WILL WE BE
DISCUSSING?
Well, as always with Open Space style events, that's up to you. Julia
will give everyone a chance to propose a conversation and then
host it. But read on for our proposed direction of travel given where
we've come from...

Conversation starters
HOW DO WE TAKE CARE OF OURSELVES AND
EACH OTHER DURING A CHANGE PROCESS
THAT WE ARE GOING THROUGH?
BULLSHIT BUTTON - HELP YOU RECOGNISE
THAT IT'S THE PATRIARCHY AND NOT YOU.
IS IT A BAD THING IF THEATRE FALLS APART
POST COVID? OR WILL IT ONLY DWINDLE AND
THE POWERFUL REMAIN TO BECOME MORE
POWERFUL?
ELEPHANTS! WHAT IS MY POWER? THEY KNOW
THAT THEY HAVE POWER. HOW DO WE BUILD
SOMETHING THAT ALLOWS PEOPLE TO KNOW
THAT THEY HAVE POWER?

